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Tool 5.3: Role playing as stakeholders  

 This tool is optional. It aims at making you comfortable with the stakeholders that you 
cannot involve in this phase of co-creation planning and at the same time need their inputs.  

 

What 
Topic Collaborative activity in a CAL periodic workshop.  

PRODUCT • Report on plausible stakeholders’ perspectives 
and report out in your ToC outcomes or CAL ID.  

Why To reflect upon and anticipate stakeholders’ perceptions, feeling, opinions 
regarding the NBS to be implemented 

Who- With Whom Internal activity to be carried out by the Facilitator inside the ToC workshop 
and/or in the CAL co-creation planning workshops.  

How Activity as a tool to inform a wider session on the development plan of the 
CAL Co-creation Matrix.  

PREPARATION Very easy to prepare. It can be improvised or preferably supported by the 
suggested materials previously collected. 

Duration Variable, depending on the general activity in which role-playing is used. 

Materials Needed 

• Socio-demographic data on local stakeholders, including age, gender, 
income, education (highly recommended) 

• Personas or NGO’s/ Associations representing lusters of local 
stakeholders  

• Props such as hats, scarfs, glasses, mustaches (if needed).  

CARRYING OUT THE ACTIVITY 

Role playing is a tool according to which participants replicate the routines and behaviours that the 
intended person may experience in actual scenarios. Stakeholders participating to the activity intended 
for developing a CAL design plan could interpret the role of expected users of the NBS, if these are 
absent or anyway before engaging them, in order to reflect upon and anticipate possible perceptions, 
feeling and opinions. 

1. Clarify the objective of the role playing and list upon which features the interpreted 
stakeholders will be called upon (e.g. the process, the intervention, …) 

2. Identify relevant (groups of) stakeholders as potential users of the CAL or to be engaged 
and list their main characters. You may use personas previously created or socio-demographic 
data. 
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3. Ensure that everyone on the table agrees on the definition of the clusters and understands 
that these will be simulated, yet the interpretations should be as realistic as possible. 

4. Identify a facilitator or someone to take the notes of what happens in the scene and who 
moderates if actors are not following the identified personas properly. 

5. Trigger the discussion on the selected features of the agenda. The activity terminates 
when all the features have been addressed and participants are satisfied with what has been 
shared. 

6. Participants - in particular the facilitators - engage the actors to replicate on the 
previously selected issues. The actor ensures that the prop is worn when interpreting the role 
and drop if off if she intends to say something on her real role. 

7. Share and discuss collectively the reflections emerged through the role playing, fed by the 
facilitator’s notes. 
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